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A Method For Tracking of Facial Action Points Using Pyramidal Lucas Kanade
Algorithm for Expression Recognition

ABSTRACT: This paper presents a systematic methodology to analyze displacement metrics to be used in recognizing facial
expressions with the help of FAP or landmarks on a face particularly on the mouth, nose tip and eye and eye brows. The
proposed system tries to automatically perform human face detection, feature point extraction for the further purpose of facial
expression recognition stably and robustly over live webcam input of real time sequences of frames and yield promising
performance in low-resolution video sequences captured in real-world environments. Thus a sequential three-stage approach
is taken, firstly Face Detection, secondly Feature Extraction and finally tracking of the extracted features. In real time, a
human face is detected using an improved Haar based algorithm. Then facial features are extracted using a combination of
appearance and geometrical approach depending on the ROI extracted by Haar based algorithm. The tracking is done with
the help of pyramidal Lucas Kanade algorithm. Several experiments conducted under relatively non-controlled conditions
demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the approach.
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1. Introduction

A human can detect face and recognize facial expression without any effort, but for a machine and in computer vision it is very
difficult [2]. The task of facial feature point detection is intuitive to us and yet the range of tools available to our visual systems
is somewhat basic. Our brains don’t explicitly compute image transforms or edge maps; our monochromatic dark-adapted vision
doesn’t use any color information at all [10]. But still we outperform even the best computer vision systems. The visual system of
humans allows them to assimilate information from their surroundings. The human visual system (HVS) includes mainly the eye
and a portion of the brain as functional parts. The brain is capable of doing the entire complex image processing, while the eye is
the biological representative of a camera. The experts in the field of Computer Vision are taking advantage of the HVS model to
deal with processes behind the biology and psychology of human facial behaviour [10]. The coming generation computer
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systems are thought to be sharp enough so that they interact with common users in such a way that echoes face to face
communication. The implied and non-verbal gestures expressed through head posture and head body, gesture by hand and
facial expressions are remarkably reliable face to face communication means for determining the spoken message in a clear way
[23].Facial expressions are specially considered to be one of the strongest and instant means for humans to communicate their
true emotions, intention and thinking to each other also this is why much effort has been devoted to their study by cognitive
scientists and recently computer vision researchers [3, 23].

2. Related Works

Regarding recognition of different facial muscle behaviors or expressions automatically from static images or video sequences
many proposals have been detailed [23]. Almost all the facial expression recognition research is limited to the six primary
emotions, i.e. anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise. Displaying of all these six primary emotions are concluded to be
universal [1, 2]. Recently, a large number of approaches concentrated in detecting a set of facial muscle movements known as
Facial Action Points (FAP), as their combinations may constitute effectively  any facial expression. The key idea of detecting
FAPs is to first detect and extract features on the face which will contribute a lot of changes in its position under different
expressions made by the face. The methods to extract feature points can be geometric, appearance-based and holistic. The
geometric feature-based approaches depend on relative positions of facial components which are eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth
etc. Geometric feature based methods [30] takes out information about shapes and locations of facial components to form a
feature vector. Appearance based features take out the appearance change of the face (e.g. wrinkles, bulges, furrows) by filters
employed to the whole face or a particular portion of the face. Appearance based methods includes choosing appearance
information using Gabor wavelets [31]or by using Haar-like features [9]. Lately, PLBP, an approach depending on pyramidal
representation of local binary pattern (LBP) has been deployed to find the information related to texture of the face [32]. Other
methods can be based on optical flow [33].The very first segment regarding facial expression recognition is begun by Darwin [1].
Afterwards Ekman explained and established six primary emotions which are declared to be universally unique with distinct
facial expressions [2]. These six primary emotions are: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. Most of the vision
based facial expression studies rely on Ekman’s assumptions about the universal categories of emotions. The Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) is a system based on human observations which is developed to ease objective measurement of subtle
changes in facial appearance caused by contractions of the facial muscles and each such useful muscle changes is encoded as
action units and numbers following a sequence [3].

3. Proposed Methodology

The algorithm is mainly consists of 3 modules. Those are face detection, ROIs localization and extraction and finally tracking of
the ROIs as feature points or FAPs.

3.1 Algorithmic Steps of the Proposed Face Detection, ROIs Localization and Tracking Method
Face Detection, ROIs localization and Tracking Algorithm

Step 1: Start

Step 2: Declare an object cap of the inbuilt class VideoCapture

Step 3: Using cap, open inbuilt webcam by assigning the index as 0

Step 4: Read and save frame in a Mat object temp_frame

Step 5: Apply flip function on temp_frame

Step 6: Apply Haar cascade and detect face

Step 7: On the detected face region geometrically find the region having mouth and apply Haar cascade and detect mouth

Step 8: On the detected face region geometrically find the area having the left eye and right eye and apply Haar cascade
respectively and detect right eye and left eye respectively

Step 9: On the mouth thus detected, geometrically lip corner points are detected and saved as one set of feature point

Step 10: On the left and right eyes next set of feature points are assigned on eye center and upper and lower eye lids
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Step 11: Using the eye location eyebrow location is found geometrically and third set of feature points are placed on the eye
brows.

Step 12: On the detected face Haar cascade for nose is applied and location of the nose is found and nose tip is saved as another
feature point

Step 13: Next, Pyramidal Lukas Kanade optical flow method is applied to track the motion of the feature points

Step 14: Stop

3.2 Face Detection
Viola and Jones face detector [9] is used to extract the face region for all the frames. This is available from the Opencv library [21].
In our algorithm we have used an improved version of our previous paper [21]. Moreover, we have used improvements over that
method and the outputs are now more stable and fast. The Haar Functions to search the region of interests (ROIs) are applied
using a geometrical approach in the detected face. The positions of the facial features are exploited to get a more stable detection
of ROIs. In the method used here, the face is divided mainly into three regions i.e. eyes portion, nose portion, mouth portion and
the Haar algorithm is applied only to the regions where the likelihood of obtaining the features are more.

3.3 Features Localization and Extraction
Extracting facial features from the face captured from frame sequences in the live video is essential for successful facial expression
recognition. It is the most crucial part of the entire system. Among the mainly used methods, in geometric based methods the
chosen geometric features are sensitive to noise and tracking errors, also appearance based features taken in appearance based
methods can extract micro patterns in the texture of skin that are crucial for facial expression recognition. Although appearance
features do not generalize across subjects as they convert and store only particular appearance information. In the existing
methods [29], the user has to manually mark the key feature points in the first frame. The method proposed here is not using
manual marking of the feature points in a certain region. A combination of geometrical and appearance based method is used along
with optical flow method [25] to track the landmarks. At first, inside the detected face, the ROIs are localized with the simple
knowledge of positions of the required features i.e. eyes are localized in the upper most portion of the face, nose in the middle and
mouth in the lower most portion of the face. Then, in those respective portions, the Haar Based Algorithm [9] for eyes detection,
nose detection and mouth detection is applied respectively. The application of all the Haar based algorithms in all over the face
is avoided and thus the detection applied only to a particular portion where probability of finding the features is most. This has
added more robustness and stability to the process and particularly for real time environment a fast detection and localization is
achieved.

Figure 1. Face ROI Localization-detection and Metrics used for FAP localization
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With the help of neutral face images available in JAFFE database, few metrics are measured to have an approximate value from the
center of the detected features to the end point features. For example, the four FAPs on the eyes are calculated. Similarly, four
FAPs on the mouth are calculated. One FAP on the nose is give as a center point of the nose. For eyes, e1a, an average value is
calculated which is a measure of center point of the eye and the upper and lower point of the eye lids; e2a is the average value of
eye center and left or right ends of the eye. Similarly, for mouth, upper and lower FAPs of the lips are taken at a distance of m1a and
left and right FAPs are taken at a distance of m2a from the center of the mouth. After localization of the FAPs in the first frame of
the live video sequence, sparse optical flow method is applied to track those points in the subsequent frames.

3.4 Tracking using Pyramidal Lucas Kanade Algorithm
To produce dense results, the Lucas Kanade algorithm [25] was originally introduced. When this method is applied to a smaller
set of points of interest in the input frame it produces sparse results which are very efficient in some applications. The Lukas
Kanade algorithm is employed on a sparse context as it is dependent of the local information extracted from small window around
the point of interest which is needed to track. This adds a drawback as in large motions of abrupt change cannot retain the point
of interest as the point of interest goes outer side of the local window. Pyramidal Lukas Kanade resolves this drawback [8]. In this
algorithm, tracking is done from the highest level of an image pyramid (lowest detail) which continues to finer detail in the lower
level. Thus sudden motion is tracked over image pyramids. In the proposed method, from the implementation of feature tracking,
Pyramidal Lucas Kanade algorithm is proved to be a robust optical flow algorithm. Let us have a point u = (ux, uy) on the first frame
of the sequences of live video, the aim of tracking points with particular feature is finding the next location v = u + d in next frame
J of the sequences of the live video such as I(u) and J(v) are alike. Here, d is the displacement vector. Due to the aperture problem,
it is required to establish the notion of alike in a 2D neighborhood sense. Let’s assume  and  are two integers. Then d is taken
as vector that minimizes the following residual function

The general values for  and  are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 pixels. Following the definition, the similarity function is measured on one frame
of image neighborhood of size  . This neighborhood is termed as integration window.

4. Implementation & Result

The proposed algorithm is implemented using OpenCV library functions and written in C++language. IDE used is Eclipse 3.8 and
the platform is Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 32 bit.

The detected face along with localized ROIs is shown in figure 1. The detection is robust and works properly in low illumination
and partially occluded conditions as well. Due to applying Haar algorithm only to those portion where likelihood of obtaining the
particular feature is more, the detection and localization is way stable.

Figure 2. Face Detection and ROI localization
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In figure 3, 4, 5 and 6, the tracked FAPs with the help of Pyramidal Lucas Kanade are shown. In figure 3, the neutral face in the first frame
of the live video sequence is detected, then ROIs are localized according to the method explained in section 3.3 and the FAPs are tagged and
saved as feature points. In the next frame where expression of the subject is changed the located FAPs are tracked while the particular saved
feature is moved from its original position. Figure 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate the tracked FAPs

Figure 3. Extracting feature in the first frame of the live video right after ROI localization

Figure 4. Tracked FAPs in a happy face

Figure 5. Tracked FAPs in a surprised face
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Figure 6. Tracked FAPs in a disgust face

The extracted features in the localized ROIs are saved as feature points. These feature points called FAPs will further be utilized
for facial expression recognition. As seen in the figure 3, the FAPs in the mouth region show satisfactory results of tracking in the
live testing video. Also, the FAPs in the eyebrow region and in both of the eyes are being tracked well under different facial
expressions of the face from neutral to happy, surprise or disgust expressions. As the tracking of the features which help
determining one distinct expression from another is done pretty well, the feature points or FAPs may help in classifying different
expressions under real time environment.

Three different Euclidian distances(ED) between inner eye corner-nose tip, outer eye corner-nose tip and between eye center and
nose tip are measured successfully as shown in figure 7.The Euclidean distance between points p and q is the length of the line
segment connecting them. In Cartesian coordinates, if p= (p1, p2,..., pn) and q = (q1, q2,..., qn) are two points in Euclidean n-space,
then the distanced from p to q, or from q to p is given by the Pythagorean formula:

Whether the face moves right, left, up or down is tracked and displayed in a message in the console output accordingly. All the
data thus extracted from the facial features are directed to a simple log file (text file) for further analysis as shown in figure 8. In
addition, a graph as shown in figure 7, depicting Euclidian distance between inner eye corner and nose tip vs. the system time
possessing the respective distance has been generated for the analysis of extracted information from the facial changes. The
extracted data from the graph may help in further classification of facial expression or facial changes.

From the implementation we get that the tracking rate of our proposed methodology is better than the tracking rate mentioned by
Mu Chun Su et al. in [4]. The tracking rate of testing set is 86.36% while in our method it is 88%-89%. Similarly, for lower face part
it is 91% in our proposed methodology which is better than 85.23% in [4].
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Figure 7. Generated graph for analysis of distance metrics calculated from FAPs in the eyes

Figure 8. Data extracted and stored in a log file for future analysis

5. Conclusions and Future Work

The primary focus of this proposed system is to detect and track face(s) in real time environment and in a robust way which has
been successfully achieved. The detection and tracking is performing pretty well for small occlusions, but for big occlusions, it
can be improved for better results. Also, tagging of the facial action points (FAP) in near the both eye lids has been achieved as
well as on the nose tip one FAP is tagged which is a non-deformable point irrespective of the any facial muscle activations.
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The main work of the method is to recognize the AUs (action units) which constitute the basic expressions like anger, happiness,
disgust, fear, sadness, surprise in a live video fed through the webcam connected in a PC. Several methods have been tried to
extract features and are being compared to find the best method to proceed further. The method of extracting features with the help
of the combination of both appearance and geometrical methods is found to be satisfactory as well as the tracking is accurate and
robust. Tagging the region of interests with FAPs, measuring displacements of those points has been achieved partially. We are
yet to achieve the final goal, i.e. to classify the facial expression to determine the emotional state of a person. For that more FAPs
may be extracted on the forehead region, nose wrinkle region(AU 9), chin region (AU17) as well as on the cheek region (AU6) as
they contribute to have more accuracy for determining facial expression [3].
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